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Kurt Christianson is a natural military strategist and survivor. Independent, unorthodox, resilient and
resolute, he displays skills which flout established procedures. His courage and insight whilst in Special
Forces in 'Nam' unwittingly unravel a traitorous alliance, making him a threat to his superiors and placing his
life in mortal danger. This threat, combined with his inability to adjust to civilian life, spurs him to leave his
beloved and beautiful Maine coastline and embark on a path of revelation and serendipity. He crews a boat
being delivered to the oil fields in West Africa, where he becomes embroiled in covert action and again
demonstrates his innate and inspired tactical abilities. A hunted man, his journey leads him to bitter combat
in a brutal landscape, tragic loss and to fulfil a San prophecy whilst wrestling with his alter ego - Mad Medic
- and his Viking ancestry. The merciless and barbaric slaughter of a little girl and her family by terrorists
move him to astonishing, crucial and shocking acts which change the course of a ravaged and savaged
country. Kurt is also driven to revenge, a deed which violates his code of ethics and irreversibly affects his
destiny. Ultimately, Kurt faces the inescapable and irrefutable knowledge that heroes are human and
therefore fallible and that glory, however hard-won and merited, is illusory and hollow. Shadow Tracker, an
adrenaline-charged adventure, engages the reader in events which remain unknown to most of the world and
leave one breathless. Keith A. Nelson was born in DeKalb, Illinois in 1951. He served in both the US Army
Special Forces (Green Berets) and the Rhodesian Light Infantry. Earning a degree in medicine at the
University of Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) in 1982 he worked in Medical Research and was a Human Health
Risk Assessment Manager on nuclear cleanups in the US. Keith lives in southern Ohio with Mary, his
Rhodesian born wife of 29 years, and has two grown children, Chris and Laura.
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From reader reviews:

Bessie Papp:

What do you in relation to book? It is not important along with you? Or just adding material when you want
something to explain what yours problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy man or woman? If
you don't have spare time to do others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And you have free time?
What did you do? Every individual has many questions above. They have to answer that question mainly
because just their can do this. It said that about reserve. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is right.
Because start from on guardería until university need this particular SHADOW TRACKER to read.

Glenn Stops:

This book untitled SHADOW TRACKER to be one of several books this best seller in this year, this is
because when you read this reserve you can get a lot of benefit on it. You will easily to buy this kind of book
in the book retail store or you can order it by way of online. The publisher in this book sells the e-book too. It
makes you more easily to read this book, since you can read this book in your Touch screen phone. So there
is no reason for your requirements to past this e-book from your list.

William Pettigrew:

Is it an individual who having spare time then spend it whole day through watching television programs or
just telling lies on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This SHADOW TRACKER can be the
response, oh how comes? A book you know. You are consequently out of date, spending your spare time by
reading in this fresh era is common not a geek activity. So what these guides have than the others?

Regina Dye:

As a university student exactly feel bored to help reading. If their teacher asked them to go to the library or
make summary for some book, they are complained. Just minor students that has reading's spirit or real their
interest. They just do what the teacher want, like asked to go to the library. They go to there but nothing
reading seriously. Any students feel that reading is not important, boring and also can't see colorful pictures
on there. Yeah, it is for being complicated. Book is very important in your case. As we know that on this age,
many ways to get whatever we really wish for. Likewise word says, ways to reach Chinese's country. So ,
this SHADOW TRACKER can make you really feel more interested to read.
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